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I. Introduction

Genomics is the science of whole-genome scale phenomena, with applications ranging from phyloge-
netic and evolutionary studies to disease research and pharmaceutics. The ever-increasing throughput
and declining cost of next-generation sequencing (NGS) allows for studies with ever higher accuracy
and wider scope. However, scaling up NGS experiments to the whole-genome level leads to enormous
data sizes and poses a substantial challenge to traditional bioinformatics, setting the stage for methods
that ease the handling and processing of such enormous data sets.

In our paper we start with an overview of our genomics research project and characterize the abstract
informatics problem that can be generalized from the methods used in this particular study. We then
briefly describe the visualization and data processing framework we developed as our solution. The
focus of this paper is on the multithreaded task executor component of the framework; its design and
performance analysis are presented in detail.

II. Genomic Rearrangement Breakpoint Detection

Extensive genomic rearrangements are observed in many cancer cells [1]. The accurate mapping of
the tumor cell’s rearranged genomic landscape allows for the discovery of oncogenes created by these
structural variations as well as the classification of an unknown cancer case based on rearrangement
event frequency. NGS techniques allow for such analysis with greater accuracy than traditional meth-
ods, giving rise, however, to a different range of challenges.

The output of next-generation sequencing consists of a large number of short (35-200 basepair long)
reads originating from and covering manifold the genome of interest. These reads are mapped back to
a reference genome supposedly similar to the one sequenced. There are two ways that these short reads
can indicate the presence of possible breakpoints. First, if two halves of the same read map to distinct
locations on the reference the read is likely to have covered a breakpoint in the original genome (split-
read mapping). Second, if a pair of reads is known to have originated from within a known distance to
each other yet they map significantly farther away on the reference, it is explainable by a rearrangement
breakpoint between the two members (paired-end mapping).

Our combined representation of these two kinds of evidences was inspired greatly by [2]. In short,
every such evidence supports a range of possible breakpoints. As a breakpoint may connect any two
coordinates along the genome it can be represented as a point in a two-dimensional integer coordinate
system. A mapped split-read or mate-pair supports only a limited set of breakpoints that are confined
to the interior of a polygon in this coordinate system; this polygon is a square for split reads and
a trapezoid for mate-pairs. The intersection of a number of these polygons represents the possible
breakpoint that is supported by all the evidences involved.

The advantage of the above representation, besides being as general as possible, is that it is very
intuitive in the sense that there is a clear correspondence between concepts of the problem domain
(evidences, breakpoints, intersections) and their representation. Its downside, however, is that it is
impossible to physically create such a graph on a basepair resolution for a whole-genome data set, as
both axes of the coordinate system would extend to 3×109 in the case of the human genome. Therefore
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a software tool that could visualize the evidence map of a real data set and would allow for the efficient
execution of a wide variety of algorithms on it is of great value to the genomics researcher. Next, we
briefly generalize this requirement and present our generic software library as a solution.

III. The Data Visualization and Processing Framework

A. Requirements
Consider a problem domain which can be represented in a very large (but finite) 1, 2 or 3 dimensional
coordinate system. Given an input set of an arbitrarily large number of objects, our system must allow
for visualization of any part of the chart, enumeration of the input data which was used for generating
that part, and the execution of a custom algorithm on this data.

There is no restriction on the nature of the data objects as long as they satisfy a few (sometimes soft)
conditions:

• They are independent, that is, any object is fully interpretable without any other objects.
• They can be assigned a one, two or three dimensional ,,bounding box” with integer coordinates

that denotes their place in the coordinate system, which implies that
• they have a natural ordering.
• They are ,,small”, that is, the size of the chart area that an individual object affects is a negligible

portion of the whole coordinate system.

B. Solution
Our solution is a Java class library that exposes functionality to allow third party applications fulfill the
above requirements; or, from a different approach, it encapsulates all domain independent functionality
of a concrete visualization and data processing application for the breakpoint localization problem. See
Figure 1 for a block diagram of the library integrated.

Figure 1: Functional blocks of the framework (dashed) interoperating with the custom (interactive or
batch) application (dotted)

The main blocks of functionality are a binary spacing tree-based sorted cache of the current working
set of objects (BSTree), the Executor module responsible for application task scheduling, and a visu-
alizer engine which takes the burden of creating a usable interactive 3D-accelerated application off the
integrator of our library. The application can submit general computational tasks on the collection of
objects present in the working set which are ignorant on the underlying caching scheme; these tasks
can also be executed in batch mode on the whole data set. In addition to these, specialized tasks aware
of the underlying tree structure can also be executed.

The cache is based on a binary-, quad- or octree, depending on the dimensionality of the data (see
the schematic illustration for a 2D quadtree in Figure 2 A). A tree node can be either nonleaf, with
all possible children existing, or leaf, storing the data that belongs to the appropriate portion of the
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entire coordinate system. The objects which overlap with this region are stored in leaf nodes, indexed
separately by all coordinates. The indexing is implemented with the TreeSet collection of the Java
language, which is effectively a binary search tree.

This double-layered design allows for fast but imprecise queries for a given region (in the BSTree),
yet does not introduce much space overhead as the large number of objects are actually stored in a
search tree (instead of a spacing tree). The multiple indexing of objects in each leaf node makes sorted
retrieval of objects in any region possible, by first traversing all nodes that have an intersection with
the region of interest and then merging the sorted object sets of these nodes (in linear time).

The fact that objects can be retrieved in order allows for a computational model that can handle
object interdependecies. We assume that the density of input objects can be so high that an algorithm
processing a region cannot load all its contents into memory; in other words, it has to access the
data sequentally. Generally, this would practically inhibit the implementation of algorithms that do
not process all objects independently. However, since the data will be sorted, the algorithm can keep
track of a ,,sweeping pointer” across one axis of the entire coordinate system, and can assume that no
objects with already passed-by coordinates will be encountered. Therefore, it can perform processing
that involves object interdependence (e.g. summing object coverage for points) for points in a sliding
window not wider than the maximum object size. To put it short, ,,localized reduction” phases in
algorithms are possible: two objects can mutually influence a computational result only if they overlap.

Furthermore, such a limited model of computation lends itself for parallelization. In our execution
model tasks declare two procedures: one for independent processing of objects and one for a ,,localized
reduction” (finishing) step. The objects are presented to a task in chunks, a set of as many objects as
requested by the task itself. Object processing is in theory independent for every chunk and can thus
be scheduled for separate threads in parallel; the finishing step is serial.

Figure 2 B illustrates this on an example. The upper chart shows which step is performed by which
thread for any given chunk, while the lower one is a classical sequence diagram of the same execution
scenario. Note that while the ,,process” step is always executed on a pre-defined number of objects,
the ,,finish” step is executed once regardless of how much the ,,sweeping pointer” has advanced since
the last finish step. This may be scheduled to any thread and may take arbitrarily long (as opposed
to ,,process” steps with a constant input chunk size). In this example, Thread #1 finishes the region
between the first object of Chunk 1 and the last one of Chunk 2, while Thread #2 finishes the region
between the first object of Chunk 3 and the last object of Chunk N.

Figure 2: Schematic view of the data cache model and the task execution model
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C. Performance Analysis
The task we used for performance testing was an actual algorithm of the genomics project. We created a
discretized coverage map of the chart regions with a given resolution, essentially summing the number
of overlapping evidences for each discrete block. The evidences of our data set were trapezoids with
longer parallel sides of 2000 base pairs. The region of the genome under investigation covered a square
with sides of about 5.5 megabasepairs, where 90,199 evidences were located. The square sizes we tried
were 100, 200, 400, 500 and 1,000 basepairs; the smaller size means finer resolution.

The algorithm first generates the discrete blocks for each object (which is fully parallelizable), then
it stores these into global memory (for which it competes with other threads). In the finishing step
(which is sequential) it sums the generated discrete blocks and stores them back into the tree.

We first executed the algorithm single-threaded for all resolutions and measured the ratio of time
spent with parallel, competing and serial tasks (Figure 3 A). The theoretical maximum speedup is lim-
ited by Amdahl’s law [3] (1); however, it does not take into account the possible blocking of competing
operations. We therefore evaluated this formula for two cases: assuming no blocking and assuming
fully serial execution. The theoretical maximum is therefore between these two values.

Smax =
1

1− P + P
N

(1)

We performed the measurements for 2, 3 and 4 threads on a quad-core Intel i7 processor (Figure 3 B,
C and D). It is clearly visible that the system schedules the task rather efficiently in the middle values
of the parameter range, with speedups nearing the best-case maximum. The inferior performance in
the extremities of the parameter range is yet to be explained; our hypothesis is that in the 100 basepair
case the higher overhead of object creation and garbage collection degrades performance, while on the
other end, the total execution time may be too short to take advantage of parallel execution.

Figure 3: Measurement results
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